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Abstract: Since December 2019, the world has faced an unprecedented pandemic crisis due to a new coronavirus disease, coronavirus
disease-2019 (COVID-19), which has instigated intensive studies on prevention and treatment possibilities. Here, we investigate the
relationships between the immune activation induced by three coronaviruses associated with recent outbreaks, with special attention to
SARS-CoV-2, the causative agent of COVID-19, and the immune activation induced by carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to understand the
points of convergence in immune induction and modulation. Evidence suggests that CNTs are among the most promising materials for
use as immunotherapeutic agents. Therefore, this investigation explores new possibilities of effective immunotherapies for COVID-19.
This study aimed to raise interest and knowledge about the use of CNTs as immunotherapeutic agents in coronavirus treatment. Thus,
we summarize the most important immunological aspects of various coronavirus infections and describe key advances and challenges
in using CNTs as immunotherapeutic agents against viral infections and the activation of the immune response induced by CNTs,
which can shed light on the immunotherapeutic possibilities of CNTs.
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Introduction
Overview-Coronavirus and Carbon Nanotubes
The first report of a coronavirus diagnosis was in the 1960s, the virus was obtained from respiratory tract samples of
a patient with flu-like symptoms. The coronavirus has been named severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS-CoV-2),
and the disease has been officially named COVID-19 by the WHO.1 Coronaviruses are structurally spherical, with
a diameter of 80–160 nm and a large viral RNA of 30kb in size that encodes five proteins: spike (S), membrane (M),
envelope (E), glycoprotein hemagglutinin esterase (HE) and nucleocapsid (N). The spike protein (S) is a key protein,
determining the specificity of virus-host cell interactions, viral tropism and infectivity.2,3

Coronaviruses belong to the family Coronaviridae and are in the Nidovirales order. They have a single-stranded RNA
genome and infect various hosts, including humans and other vertebrates, causing respiratory and intestinal infections.4

However, these viruses were not considered highly pathogenic to humans until the 2002 outbreak of severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) in Foshan, Guangdong, China.5 Before this outbreak, coronaviruses that had mainly
infected humans caused infections with mild symptoms. For example, the following human coronaviruses (HCoVs)
cause mild respiratory diseases HCoV-229E, HCoV-OC43, HCoV-NL63, and HCoV-HKU.6 However, SARS-CoV,
SARS-CoV-2, and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) are now associated with severe
respiratory diseases.5,7
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Comprehension of the immunological aspects involved in each coronavirus outbreak is critical to understanding the
immune signaling/activation pathways involved in infection with different types of viruses for efficient management of
the public health systems.8,9 Recent works on coronaviruses have clarified different aspects of these viruses, such as their
infection and immunological processes, pathogenesis, diagnosis, and genomics.10,11 However, despite intense research,
no studies/research initiatives in the literature have described the details or considerations of the aspects of the relation-
ship between the immune activation caused by coronavirus infections and the immune activation induced by carbon
nanotubes (CNTs).

The search for and understanding of immunological relationships between coronaviruses and CNTs, which may be
useful in new therapeutic approaches, since CNTs may be immunotherapeutic options for coronavirus infection and
useful in research into therapeutic approaches of this type, are rarely described in the literature.12,13 Therefore, this
study was aimed to explore the relationship between the immune activation of the coronaviruses associated with
different outbreaks and the immune activation caused by CNTs, with a focus on discovering potential
immunotherapies.

Parameters Considered in This Literature Search
To develop this study, a systematic review of the literature was performed considering papers published from 1995 to
2021 and using the following electronic databases: PubMed-NCBI, MEDLINE-Bireme, Google Scholar, and
ScienceDirect. The main scientific papers were selected using the keywords: “carbon nanotubes” OR “immunotherapy”
OR “nanovaccine” OR “coronavirus” OR “viral infection”. The inclusion criteria considered in the literature selection for
this study included an initial literature review of papers i) containing the exact keywords and, in the subsequent literature
review, containing the associated words in the selected texts/abstracts and ii) published in English. As exclusion criteria
for this study, we did not consider articles that: i) were not written in English or ii) did not contain the exact and/or
associated words cited in the title or abstract of the reference article. The screening of the papers took place
independently by two reviewers. A total of 208 articles were included in this final review.

CNTs have been used as agents in preventive and therapeutic strategies against different diseases, including the fight
against coronavirus - 2009 (COVID-19). This manuscript includes clinical case articles, review articles, prospective
studies focusing on antiviral immunotherapy, especially for coronaviruses, and the use of CNTs as a theranostic agent.
Ultimately, these 208 articles were selected and included, based on the relevance of the results and use of nanotechnol-
ogies, especially CNTs, to combat viral diseases, particularly those caused by coronaviruses.

Coronaviruses and Immune Response
SARS-CoV
In 2002, China reported its first cases of SARS, which was caused by the emergence of a novel coronavirus, SARS-
CoV.14 This virus begins the replication process after entering the cell by binding to human angiotensin-modifying
enzyme receptor 2 (hACE2).7 The spike (S) protein of SARS-CoV forms a trimer, with three S1 heads and a trimeric S2
stem, wherein the trimer receptor, named receptor-binding site (RBS), positioned on the tip of every S1 head, binds to the
outer surface of hACE2.15

Upon entering the respiratory tract, the virus invades epithelial cells, and this infection in addition to viral replication
and inflammatory modifications in neighboring cells, contributes to lung tissue damage.16 Subsequently, the virus infects
immune cells, including T cells and macrophages, after which the viruses are transported with the aid of antigen-
presenting cells-dendritic cells (APC-DCs) to secondary lymphoid organs (Figure 1A).14 In this regard, CD8+ T cells
account for approximately 80% of all inflammatory cells infiltrating the lung interstitium, where they participate in the
clearance of CoVs in infected cells and induce immune damage.17 In contrast, CD4+ T depletion is related to decreased
pulmonary recruitment of lymphocytes and increased production of neutralizing antibodies and cytokines, resulting in
severe immune-mediated interstitial pneumonitis and delayed clearance of SARS-CoVs from the lungs.9,16

In vitro results obtained after viral infection, have demonstrated the occurrence of the production of several cytokines
such as C-C motif chemokine ligand 2 (CCL2), CCL3, CCL5, and CX-C chemokine ligand 10 (CXCL10).18 These
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cytokines and chemokines are known to recruit immune cells and induce inflammatory injury. In addition, SARS-CoV
infection increases the production of macrophages, which produce interferons (IFNs).19

The activation and synthesis of these cytokines and chemokines directs the severity of lung injury in SARS-CoV
infected patients. Comparative studies have shown elevated levels of proinflammatory cytokines such as IFN-γ, IL-1, IL-
6, and IL-12, and chemokines CCL2, CXCL10 and CXCL9 in patients with more severe infections compared to
clinically stable patients. Additionally, excess cytokines, known as cytokine storms, play a key role in the progression
of the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection (Figure 1A).20

During the most severe SARS-CoV infection, the immune response is mainly driven mainly by macrophages and
neutrophils, but during initial infection, SARS-CoV cannot affect the T-cell response, and because of the continued
stimulation caused by the viral infection, these cells induce inflammation to reduce viral replication, which leads to tissue
damage.9 To inhibit this inflammatory process, a balance must be maintained between the immune response and the
production of inflammatory mediators, such as IL-6 and IL-10, which are related to the severity of the disease, as well as
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, IL-12R, iron protein, and the lymphocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, and procalcitonin at
infection sites.21

Pathological examinations of patients with SARS-CoV have shown acute pulmonary edema, extensive infiltration of
inflammatory cells, multiorgan failure, thromboembolic complications, and septicemia, which can be caused by cytokine
dysregulation. Therefore, increased cytokine levels, such as TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-8, may be critical for these unfavorable
results.22 To elucidate the immune response induced by SARS-CoV, different classes of cytokines and chemokines have
been analyzed in patients with SARS-CoV. The levels of IFN-γ, IL-18, TGF-β, IL-6, IP10, monocyte chemoattractant
protein-1 (MCP-1), MIG, and IL-8 were found to be increased, while those of TNF-α, IL-2, IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, and
TNFRI were very low or undetectable In addition, the levels of IL-18, IP10, MIG, and MCP-1 in the death group were
significantly higher than those in the survivor group, in which IFNγ and MCP-1 were inversely proportional to the
number of circulating lymphocytes and the number of monocytes (Figure 1A).23 In addition, studies show that the
bronchoalveolar fluid (BALF) of patients severely infected with COVID-19 has high levels of CCL2- and CCL7-type
chemokines, which are essential in recruiting monocytes with chemokine receptor 2-positive (CCR2+).24

Testing positive for SARS-CoV is related to the number of circulating neutrophils detected. T-cell-produced
chemokines, such as IP10, MIG, and MCP-1, may be critical for the intense inflammation in the lungs of patients
who die from SARS-CoV infection, and IFN-γ-related cytokines induced after SARS coronavirus infection may be
critical for the immunopathological damage in these patients.25

Studies of SARS-CoV-infected patients have shown a reduction in many kinds of cells, such as leucocytes in 47%,
lymphocytes in 84%, and T lymphocytes in 95% of these patients.11 Several cell classes that can be drastically reduced
are CD4+ T cells in 100%, CD8+ T cells in 87% and B-lymphocytes in 76% of patients, and natural killer (NK) cell
levels have decreased by 55%, which shows that these patients´ immune systems are compromised during SARS-CoV
infection. In addition, the percentage of CD4+ T cells is lower than the CD8+ T cell count. Cellular infiltrates in lung
samples obtained from patients by autophagy included macrophages, neutrophils, and CD8+ T cells, in which excessive
leukocyte recruitment suggests that chemokines may play a key role in the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection.26

In vitro results obtained from infected A549 cells showed the production of ligand 2 of C-C chemokine motif/
monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (CCL2/MCP-1) and CXCL8/IL-8 gene-encoded proteins on the first day after
infection.27 Therefore, according to these results, monocytes and neutrophils are the first cells recruited to the lungs
after SARS-CoV infection, and subsequently, after interaction with SARS-CoV, these recruited macrophages produce
chemokines that attract monocytes, neutrophils, and activated T cells.11 Macrophages are targets for SARS-CoV and,
consequently, produce chemokines that recruit other cells of the immune system.25 In addition, the lung injury caused by
the virus may be a result of the accumulation of a many immune system cells and repeated cycles of chemokine
production with cellular recruitment. Thus, the inflammatory response can be triggered by the persistent presence of
coronavirus in alveolar macrophages and is manifested by an increase in T cells, NK cells, chemokines, and proin-
flammatory cytokines (Figure 1A).17
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MERS-CoV
MERS-CoV was first identified in Saudi Arabia in 2012.28 The mechanisms of action associated with infection with this
virus are similar to those of SARS-CoV infection, in which the S protein of MERS-CoV penetrates the cells through the
cell surface dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) receptor, promoting the fusion of the virus envelope with the cellular
membrane.29 The immune response to MERS-CoV is considered severe when the levels of proinflammatory cytokines
in the blood are increased, as these cytokines are associated with a large number of neutrophils, macrophages, and few
lymphocytes, contributing to the immunopathology. Similar to SARS-CoV patients, patients infected with MERS-CoV
present with flu-like symptoms and then develop atypical pneumonia with fever, dry cough, and severe shortness of
breath.28

After infection with MERS-CoV, common symptoms such as fever and cough may develop into respiratory failure
and acute renal failure. Elevated levels of cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-8 are common.30 MERS-CoV infection

Figure 1 Continue.
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in macrophages and monocyte-derived DCs potentiates the response of proinflammatory cytokines, including: CCL-2,
CCL-3, CCL-5, IL-2 and IL8, which entails a cytokine storm (Figure 1B).20

MERS-CoV infects T cells, inducing apoptosis through the extrinsic and intrinsic pathways. The activation of the
replicative rate of MERS-CoV in these immune cells is critical for the high lethality rate of MERS compared to that caused
by other coronaviruses.31,32 MERS-CoV infection stimulates the production of type I interferons (IFN-α and IFN-β) and the
production of chemokines, such as MCP-1, C-X-C motif chemokine ligand 10 (CXCL10), and cytokine IL-10, which are
essential for recruiting T cells.27 In addition, CD4 helper T cells (Th 1) and NK cells require activation of IL-12 and IFN-γ

Figure 1 Immune activation by coronavirus.
Notes: (A–C) The immune response to infections by different coronaviruses, where the different cell types recruited and activated cytokines involved in the inflammatory
processes during this infection are shown. Data from references 11, 14, 17, 20, 25, 31, 45, and 55.
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signaling because IFN- γ expression, together with NK cells and T cells, is involved in the activation of the CD8+ immune
response, which is essential for the elimination of viruses.26,32

Patients infected with MERS-CoV have increased expression levels of cytokines, especially IL-17, whereby helper
T 17 (Th17) cells are involved in the production of proinflammatory cytokines through the signal transducer and activator
of transcription 3 (STAT3) and NF-Κb pathways.27 These Th17 cells recruit neutrophils and monocytes to the site of
inflammation and activate the production of other cytokines, such as IL-1, IL-6, TNF-α, TGF-β, IL-8, and MCP-1.11,25

Thus, infection of human airway epithelial (HAE) cells induces the production of proinflammatory cytokines that
regulate the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and II molecules.33 In addition, MERS-CoV infection
induces the continuous production of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines, such as TNF-α, IL-6, CXCL10, CCL-
2, CCL-3, CCL-5, and IL- 8, in dendritic cells and macrophages (Figure 1B).11

MERS-CoV can cause increased expression of inflammatory molecules, including IL-12, IFN-γ, interferon-inducible
protein-10 (IP10) CXCL10, MCP-1/CCL-2, MIP1α/CCL-3, RANTES/CCL-5, and IL-8.33 In addition, the induction of
cytokines/chemokines that recruit immune cells can cause a large number of immune cells to enter the lower airways,
causing inflammation and tissue damage.22 Cytokines such as IFN-γ, TNF-α, TNF-β, and IL-2 play crucial roles in
antiviral immunity by increasing the cytotoxic effects of CD8+ T cells and stimulating NK cells, which help regulate
cellular immunity. Helper T2 (Th2) cells secrete IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10, and IL-13, which mediate the humoral
immune response and stimulate antibody production.25 Then, the high expression of inflammatory cytokines and the
negative regulation of Th1 and Th2 immune responses in the lower airways of MERS-CoV-infected patients lead to more
severe infection, lung inflammation, and immunopathological changes with higher mortality rates.33

MERS-CoV infection activates a proinflammatory Th1 and Th17 cytokine profile.25 Patients develop serum IgG and
IgA responses in the respiratory tract, and chemokines, such as MCP-1, IP10, CX3CL1, and CCL5, are elevated, which
can induce T-lymphocyte recruitment and contribute to cell-mediated antiviral responses in inflamed tissues.16 In
addition, the levels of cytokines such as IL-10, IL-15, TGF-β, and EGF, correlate with disease severity, and the intense
induction of various chemokines, such as IL-8, IP10, MIP1, and CCL5, has led to the kinetics in patients who have
recovered from pneumonia that differ from those in patients with mild disease.25

The response to MERS-CoV invasion of macrophages and monocyte-derived dendritic cells (MDDCs) induces IFN-
β, IFN-λ1, CXCL10, and MxA mRNA expression, while almost no induction is observed in response to SARS-CoV
infection.34 Therefore, the replication capacity of MERS-CoV is restricted to human leukocytes, but viral replication can
induce a detectable IFN-mediated antiviral response; both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV replicate weakly in human
macrophages and MDDCs. Clinical disease and histopathological changes are more severe in the absence of type
I IFN signaling, and a T-cell response is required for viral clearance.27

Another study showed that MERS-CoV can replicate in monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs), thereby signifi-
cantly stimulating the expression of antiviral cytokines such as IFNα, IFNβ, TNF-α, and IL-6. Compared with SARS-
CoV, MERS-CoV can induce significantly higher expression of IL-12 and IFNγ and chemokines such as IP10/CXCL10,
MCP-1/CCL2, MIP1α/CCL3, CCL5, and IL-8.35 The expression of MHC-1 is higher in MERS-CoV-infected cells than
in SARS-CoV-infected cells, demonstrating that MERS-CoV can infect human macrophages and induce excessive
inflammatory cytokine and chemokine responses that contribute to the pathogenesis of these diseases.33 MERS-CoV
also infects vascular endothelial cells in the pulmonary interstitium, which elevates the number of immune system cells
that infiltrate the patient’s lower respiratory tract, causing inflammation and tissue damage.36

High concentrations of IP10, MCP-1, and IL-6 are closely associated with the mortality of MERS-CoV-infected
persons, while low antibody levels demonstrate a trend toward mortality (Figure 1B).33 In patients with severe
pneumonia, antibodies can be detected within 18 months of infection, while patients with upper respiratory tract disease
or no clinical symptoms show no detectable antibody response to MERS-CoV challenge. Therefore, antibody longevity is
variable in patients with milder disease, indicating a correlation with disease severity.10 Thus, consistent with the findings
in previous studies, specific antibody levels are significantly related to the severity of clinical symptoms and the duration
of maximum viral persistence.37
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SARS-CoV-2
A novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) that causes SARS emerged in Wuhan, China, in December 2019.14 The World
Health Organization (WHO) declared a global public health emergency due to the prevalence of COVID-19. The
genomic structures of SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 are similar. The major proteins are the structural
proteins S, E, M, and N; the accessory proteins; and the nonstructural proteins (NSPs, eg NSP-16). However, these
viruses rely on the spike (S) protein to recognize cellular targets and bind with cell membranes.3,16

The S protein, which is critical for virus linking to the membrane cell host, is composed of S1 and S2 subunits, with
the S1 subunit containing an N-terminal domain (NTD) and a C domain, which carries a receptor-binding domain
(RBD).38 Although SARS-CoV recognizes only ACE2, SARS-CoV-2 recognizes both ACE2 and CD147, and MERS-
CoV recognizes only DPP4. These binding site preferences are the result of differences between the accessory
subdomains in SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 and MERS-CoV.39

For SARS-CoV-2, the cell entry process is dependent on transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2), which is
critical for cleaving the viral S protein into two subunits: S1 and S2. The S2 subunit fuses the virus and cell
membranes, and the S1 subunit consists of an amino-terminal domain and an RBD, which binds to ACE2 and initiates
the infection process.40 This binding triggers endocytosis of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and exposes it to endosomal
proteases. The S2 subunit consists of a fusion peptide (FP) region and two heptad repeat regions: HR1 and HR2.41

Within the endosome, the S1 subunit is cleaved, exposing the FP, which inserts into the host membrane; subsequently,
this S2 region folds in on itself to bring the HR1 and HR2 regions together causing fusion with the membrane and
release of the viral package into the host cytoplasm.3 Clearly, the immune response produced by SARS-CoV-2 is
initiated after the virus binds to the receptor ACE2, which is mainly expressed on type II alveolar cells in the lung
(Figure 1C).31

Innate immune cells recognize the invasion of the virus through the expression of pathogen-associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs), and the immune response is then initiated. In the case of coronaviruses, PAMPs are genomic RNAs,
including double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), or intermediates formed during viral replication.3 PAMPs are recognized by
the endosomal RNAs of Toll-like receptors (TLRs), such as TLR3, TLR7, TLR8, and cytosolic RNA sensors.42 In
addition to recognizing PAMPs, TLRs in human CD14+ monocytes activate different signaling pathways related to type
I IFN and secretion of cytokines involved in CD4+ T-cell polarization. Furthermore, recognition of PAMPs leads to
activation of signaling cascades, such as the nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) and IFN-3 regulatory factor (IRF3) pathways
(Figure 1C).43

In nuclei, these transcription factors induce the expression of type I IFN and other proinflammatory cytokines. These
initial responses are the first line of defense against viral infection at the site of entry. Once the virus is inside tissue cells,
viral peptides are presented to cytotoxic CD8+ T cells via major MHC class I proteins. All these results show the direct
relationship between the severity of infection caused by SARS-CoV-2 and excess cytokines, called cytokine storm
(Figure 1C). Severely infected SARS-CoV-2 patients have significantly higher levels of cytokines such as IL-2, IL-7, IL-
10, G-CSF, IP10, MCP1, MIP1α, and TNF-α.20

During peptide presentation, CD8+ T cells are activated and begin to divide and exhibit clonal expansion, developing
virus-specific effector and memory T cells.33 In addition, cytotoxic CD8+ T cells and NK cells lyse virus-infected tissue
cells (via perforins and granzymes), and within a short time, professional APCs (mainly subepithelial dendritic cells and
tissue macrophages) recognize whole viruses and viral particles and present viral peptides to CD4+ T cells via Class II
MHC molecules.44 Thus, CD4+ T cells are induced by APCs to differentiate into Th1, Th17, and memory follicular
helper T (FHT) cells. These FH-T cells facilitate B-cell development into plasma cells (PCs), which stimulates the
production of virus-specific antibodies such as IgM, IgA, and IgG. In addition, B cells can directly recognize viruses and
be activated by them (Figure 1C).45

CD8+ T cells are crucial for directly attacking and killing virus-infected cells, while CD4+ T cells are essential for
inducing CD8+ T cells and B cells and producing cytokines, which drive immune cell recruitment.26 In addition, DCs are
important immune response cells that can effectively stimulate T and B-lymphocyte activation, thereby promoting innate
and adaptive immunity.44 Immature DCs show great capacity to migrate and can activate T cells at a central start site,
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regulating and supporting the immune response. In addition, plasmacytoid DCs (pDCs) comprise a subset of DCs that are
characterized by their ability to produce large amounts of antiviral type I interferon (IFN-I).27

The stimulation of SARS-CoV-2-specific T cells and memory B cells may induce long-term protection, although
long-term protection still needs to be confirmed.44,46 The immune response is coordinated by FHT cells, indicators that
the humoral immune response has matured, and specific memory B cells are ready to respond quickly to reinfection.
SARS-CoV-2-specific T cells are recruited from preconstituted T cells that can recognize specific viral epitopes.43

However, the frequency and severity of reinfection by SARS-CoV-2 remain unclear.47

In addition, CD4+ specific T cells play an important role in inducing the B cell response that leads to antibody affinity
maturation.10 The number of specific T lymphocytes produced is correlated with serum IgG and IgA titers. Naive T cells
and memory T cells are important immune components, and their balance is essential for maintaining an effective defense
response. Naive T cells defend against unknown infections through increased and coordinated cytokine release, while
memory T cells Control the antigen-specific immune response.25

Compared to regulatory T cells, the downregulation favors the activity of naive T cells and can strongly contribute to
hyperinflammation. On the other hand, according to case reports on reinfection, a reduction in memory T cells may cause
recurrence of COVID-19.10 Regulatory T cells are critical for maintaining immune homeostasis by inhibiting the
activation, proliferation, and proinflammatory function of most lymphocytes, including CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells,
NK cells, and B cells.9

In severe COVID-19 infection, the percentage of naive T helper cells increases, while the percentage of memory
helper T cells and CD28+ cytotoxic suppressor T cells decreases.48 The balance between naive T cells and memory
T cells is essential to mediate an effective immune response.49 In addition, the helper CD4+ T cells are critical for
optimal antibody responses and the activation of CD8+ T cells in host defense. When neutralizing antibody-mediated
protection is incomplete, cytotoxic CD8+ T cells are particularly important for viral elimination.36

According to another study, 100% of people who recovered from COVID-19 had S protein-specific CD4+ T cells and
70% had S protein-specific CD8+ T cells in their blood circulation.50 The incubation period of SARS-CoV-2 infection
that extends from 2 to 12 days, also called the presymptomatic period, is associated with virus-mediated innate
immunosuppression and delayed activation of T cells, especially CD8+ T cells, as shown in SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV. In COVID-19 patients, the CD4:CD8 ratio is equal to 2:1 (normal value), indicating no significant difference
compared to the control group.51

The expression of CD8 in cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) in infected patients increases significantly, demonstrating
that the immune response to COVID-19 infection occurs through overexpression of CD8 and hyperactivation of CTL
antiviral responses and not through changes in the CD8 and CD4 ratio.51,52 Compared with those of patients outside the
intensive care unit, the cytokine and chemokine responses of COVID-19 pneumonia patients in intensive care show
abnormal chest tomography results.53 Infected patients in intensive care have higher plasma levels of cytokines, such as
IL-2, IL-7, IL-10, GSCF, IP10, MCP-1, MIP1A, and TNF-α (Figure 1C).25

Patients with severe infection also have elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines, mainly IL-8, IL-6, and IL-1β, in
their bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) compared to the levels in patients with moderate infection.54 Compared with
those of healthy people, the expression levels of CXCL9, CXCL10, and CXCL11 are elevated in all patients with
COVID-19, but CXCL16 is more highly expressed in patients with moderate infection than in those with severe infection
(Figure 1C).55

Hence, lung macrophages in patients with severe COVID-19 contribute to local inflammation by recruiting inflam-
matory monocytic cells and neutrophils through CCR1 and CXCR2 activation, while macrophages in patients with
moderate COVID-19 infection produce more chemokines that attract T cells through the involvement of CXCR3 and
CXCR6.50,55 Additionally, the secretion of cytokines, including TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10, is increased in the patients with
severe disease, and the numbers of CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells are negatively correlated with TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10
levels, suggesting that these cytokines may be involved in the decrease in T cells detected in COVID-19 infection.25
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Immune Evasion of Coronaviruses
Similar to most well-adapted viruses, coronaviruses have developed strategies to bypass the innate immune response.56,57

Type 1 interferon (IFN) expression is crucial for the initial host response.43 The innate immune system recognizes
dsRNA through activation of cytosolic (RIG-1 and MDA-5) and membranous (TLR3) pattern recognition receptors
(PRRs). Recognition by these PRRs triggers the activation of IFN regulatory factors (IRF3 and IRF7), which leads to the
induction of type 1 IFNs, such as IFNα and IFNβ.27 Type 1 IFNs activates immune antiviral effectors, such as NK cells,
CD8+ T cells, and macrophages, allowing viral clearance. In this regard, previous studies have shown that SARS-CoV
proteins contribute to IFN signaling to evade innate immunity and prevent viral clearance.55

The acute phase of the immune response to SARS-CoV or SARS-CoV-2 infection can cause lymphopenia and
a decrease in lymphocytes.58 In this regard, IFN-I inhibition, which weakens DC activation and activation processes,
contributes to T-cell differentiation and expansion.31 An efficient type I IFN response can abrogate viral replication and
early spread, but in SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV infections the type I IFN response to viral infection is suppressed, and
both of these coronaviruses interfere with the signal transduction that triggers type I IFN production.27 Specifically,
during the type I IFN induction step, SARS-CoV interferes with RNA sensor signaling, including ubiquitination and
degradation of RNA adaptor molecules, such as MAVS and TRAF3/6, by inhibiting IRF3 nuclear translocation.59 In
addition, MERS-CoV expresses proteins that interfere with IFN signaling and proteins, such as ORF4a, ORF4b, and
ORF5, inhibiting both type I IFN induction and repressing NF-κB signaling pathways, contributing to the evasion of
innate immunity.60

MERS-CoV also represses histone modification.61 Both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV inhibit IFN signaling through
mechanisms such as inhibiting STAT1 phosphorylation, and the viral proteins involved in regulating this host type I IFN
response are structural proteins, such as the M, N and nonstructural ORF proteins.62 Therefore, because it suppresses NK
cell, macrophage, and CD8+ T-cell activation, viral inhibition of IFN signaling inhibits the innate immune response and
enables viral persistence. This effect may be associated with excessive cytokine production, which leads to a constant
proinflammatory state through the synthesis of cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, IL-21, tumor necrosis factor-beta
(TNF-β), and MCP-1, worsening respiratory performance.22,43

Immune Activation by Carbon Nanotubes
CNTs are cylindrical structures classified according to the number of walls that compose them: single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs) or multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs).63 CNTs have an approximate diameter of 0.4–2 nm
(SWCNTs) or 10–100 nm (MWCNTs), and both types of CNTs can be used in biological/biomedical systems.64

However, the size, diameter, and chirality of CNTs play important roles in their biological applications.65

The development of nanotechnological CNT bioproducts is based on the physical-chemical properties of CNTs,
allowing their safe use in applications. Creating and developing new nanobiotechnological products are urgent endeavors
when the goal is to provide new types of immunotherapies that generate and/or improve an immune response.12,66,67

Therefore, the safety and development of new materials used to restore and modulate the immunological systems in
patients affected by several diseases/infections are realities.68

Nanomaterials have been widely used in immunotherapies for immunomodulation.69 Studies show what are the main
aspects related to CNTs entry into the cell, its toxicity and intracellular elimination mechanisms, as well as means of
functionalization in relation to use in therapy as a drug delivery system and especially immunotherapy.63 These
immunomodulatory effects suggest the possibility of manipulating different properties of nanomaterials, especially
those related to size and functionalization. Hence, it is essential to understand the interactions of nanomaterials with
the immune system, which will be useful and fundamental for the development of specific strategies for creating
immunotherapies against different infectious and noninfectious diseases.70,71

Previous studies have shown that functionalization of CNTs alters the recognition and profiles of APC-DCs.72

Functionalized CNTs (f-CNTs) with anionic phospholipids change not only the recognition but also uptake by phagocytic
cells. In another essential feature of CNTs, DCs can internalize CNTs without compromising cell integrity.73 The effect
of CNTs on lymphocyte cells is related not only to CNT physicochemical properties but also to CNT morphology and the
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type of functionalization. Although CNTs do not affect cytokine expression, they can induce TNF-α/IL-12/IL-6 and IL-2/
IFNγ activation in a dose-dependent manner.74 In this sense, CNTs functionalized upon 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition do not
induce toxicity in murine T or B cells and stimulate cell lines more efficiently when associated with specific molecules
such as CD3.67

CNTs associated with molecules applied in immunotherapeutic systems have been used to enhance/alter the
immunological responses through cells induced by the innate immune system, such as monocytes/macrophages. This
enhanced response results in the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines and T cell stimuli. Nonfunctionalized CNTs,
named pristine CNTs (PCNTs), are toxic and inviable for biological/biomedical use.75,76 For CNTs to be used in
biological/biomedical systems, different factors need to be considered, including CNT physicochemical characteristics,
size, surface charge, hydrophobicity, surface topography, and material composition, which can be specified to modify and
facilitate immune system interactions.77

The complement system allows the recognition of abnormal components including synthetic materials; harmful
microorganisms; cellular alterations, such as apoptosis and necrosis; and aggregated proteins. In addition, the activation
mechanisms of the complement system can be mediated by classical, alternative, and lectin pathway induction, which is
triggered when molecules are targeted for elimination via the formation of the membrane attack complex (MAC).78,79

CNT functionalization and PEGylation can interfere with the recognition of abnormalities by the complement
system.80 In this regard, the complement system may be activated according to the type of CNT functionalization, eg,
CNTs functionalized with albumin induce classic and alternative pathway activations through a C1-q-mediated mechan-
ism, with the classical pathway being the predominant pathway activated.81 The differences in complement system
activation are mainly related to the degree of CNT functionalization and the chemical nature of the substances involved
in this functionalization.82

Immunological Relations: Coronavirus vs Carbon Nanotubes
The three coronaviruses causing the most recent outbreaks have exerted impacts on the immune system. For example,
SARS-CoV avoids detection by cellular PRRs by secreting viral dsRNA.83 In contrast, MERS-CoV stimulates an
increase in cytokines produced by macrophages, DCs, and T cells. SARS-CoV-2, on the other hand, causes an increase
in monocytes, eosinophils, neutrophils, cytokines, chemokines, and macrophages derived from CD14+ CD16+ mono-
cytes (Table 1).8,84

Concerning to T cells, SARS-CoV induces CD4+ and CD8+ memory T-cells responses for between 3 months and 6
years. In MERS-CoV samples, T-cell responses have been detected for as many as 11 years after the initial illness.85

Furthermore, viral M, N, and S proteins are the main structural targets of host cells exposed to coronaviruses, including
SARS-CoV-2.38,86

In combating SARS-CoV, antibodies bind to the S1 RBD to block the interaction of the RBD with host ACE2 and can
also bind other regions of S1 and S2 to inhibit protein S conformational changes and membrane fusion. The duration of
antibody effects varies according to the severity of the disease. In MERS-CoV, IgM and IgG levels increase in the first
week, but shortly thereafter, the IgM level gradually decrease. Similarly, in SARS-CoV-2, specific IgM and IgG are
detectable within 1–2 weeks after symptoms appear.87,88

CNTs can also stimulate some pathways in the immune system. An example of these monocyte-activating CNTs
(MA-CNTs) is their ability to positively regulate the molecular pathways involving the IL-6, CD-40, dendritic cell
maturation, TNF-α/TNF receptor (R) 1–2, and NF-kB and T-h 1 chemokine signaling pathways (CXCR3 and CCR5
linker pathways) (Figure 2). These pathways are commonly activated during acute inflammatory processes, such as those
associated with immune-mediated tumor rejection and pathogen clearance.25

Furthermore, NK cells can be stimulated by f-MWCNTs, and those with a smaller diameter are more efficiently
internalized into peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs).43,86 When CNTs encounter the immune system, they can
interact with components of this system and with soluble plasma proteins, forming a coronal structure around them,
which can alter their interaction with cells of the complement system.89 Some opsonins that make up this coronal
structure can increase the uptake of these components by macrophages and other cells. Complement proteins (comple-
ment protein C1q, mannose-binding lectin (MBL), and C-reactive protein) can recognize the surface of f-CNTs
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Table 1 Comparison of Immune Characteristics of the Three Recent Coronavirus Outbreaks and CNTs

General
Aspects

SARS-CoV MERS-CoV SARS-CoV-2 CNTs

Genus Betacoronavirus85 Betacoronavirus85 Betacoronavirus85 -

Mortality 9.6%89 34.4%89 Estimated in 2%89 -

Year of

origin

20028 20128 20198 199164

Receptor ACE239 DPP439 ACE239 They show the ability to bind
to the active protease site of

HIV, blocking its function.87

Cells target Airway epithelial ciliated

cells and type 2 alveolar

pneumocytes.88

Pneumocytes and syncytial

epithelial cells.88
Cells with receptor ACE2,

especially airway epithelial

ciliated cells, and type 2
alveolar pneumocytes.88

Potentially macrophages, NK

cells, monocytes, DCs, T cells,

and components of the
complement system.92,190

Main
cytokines

and

chemokines
secreted

IL-1, TNF-α, IL-6, IFN-α/γ,
CCL2, CCL3, CCL5,

CXCL10, IL-8; IFN type I,

and Type II.44

IFN-α/γ, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12, IL-1β,
TNF-α, IL-6, CXCL10, CCL-2/

3 and 5 and IL- 8.89

IL-6, TNF-α, MIP1-α, MCP-3,
GM-CSF, IL-2, IFN type I and

type II, IP10, CCL2, CXCL1,

and CXCL5.26

DWNTs induced IL-1β linked
to caspase-1 and activation of

the NLRP3 inflammasome;

f-MWCNTs induced the
expression of CD25 activation

markers and release of IL-1β,
IL-6, TNF, and IL-10 by CD14

+ monocytes not

accompanied by the activation

of cytotoxic mechanisms.
f-CNTs activated molecular

pathways, such as the Toll-like

receptor (TLR).91,207

Impacts on

the immune
system

Viral proteins antagonize the

IFN response, induce T cell
apoptosis, and delay T cells

response, especially that of

CD8+ T cells.45

Suppresses of the innate

immune system and
interferons; induces apoptosis

of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells;

increases cytokines levels in
macrophages, DCs, and

T cells.89,207

Bypasses the innate immune

system and interferon antiviral
response; delay T-cell

responses (particularly CD8+

T cells); decreases DCs and
NK cells in severe cases.26,60

Can interact with components

of the immune system and
with soluble plasma proteins

to form a coronal structure

around them, altering their
interaction with cells in the

complement system.

Complement proteins (C1q,
MBL and C-reactive protein)

can recognize the surface of

functionalized CNTs.79,91

T cells Produce pro-inflammatory

cytokines via the NF-kB
pathway.208

CD8+ T-cell responses can be

detected without antibody
responses.208

CD4+ T cells increase anti-

S-RBD IgG and IgA. CD8+
T cells eliminate the virus

when antibody action is

reduced. Decreases of
regulatory and memory T cells

lead to increases in

cytokines.208

Deliver siRNA for efficient

RNAi of CXCR4 and CD4
receptors in human T cells and

peripheral blood mononuclear

cells (PBMCs).94

(Continued)
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(Figure 2). Furthermore, NK cells can also be stimulated by f-MWCNTs, and those with a small diameter are more
efficiently internalized by PBMCs.78,90

In the generation of antibodies, SWCNTs are effective as antibodies against the CD3 complex of T cells, as
determined by the presentation of high-density immobilized protein stimuli induced through a chemical treatment
method. SWCNTs have also been used with short interfering RNA (siRNA) in human T cells and primary cells,
delivering siRNA to cause efficient RNA interference (RNAi) of CXCR4 and CD4 receptors on human T cells and
PBMCs. They also show antibody-like responses when bound to a foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) B-cell epitope,
when bound to a template pentapeptide or an antigenic epitope, and when bound to dengue virus serotype 3 recombinant
envelope proteins.78,91,92

Advances in the Use of Carbon Nanotubes as Immunotherapeutic Agents
CNTs as Immunotherapeutic Agents
CNTs interact with immune system components and soluble plasma proteins, forming a coronal structure around the
nanotubes and changing the nature of coronal-enveloped cell and complement system component interactions.78

Table 1 (Continued).

General
Aspects

SARS-CoV MERS-CoV SARS-CoV-2 CNTs

Antibodies Specific to the RBD domain

of protein S. Decrease after
1/2 year.208

Strong affinity for the spike

protein. They facilitate viral
entry by antibody-dependent

potentiation (ADE). IgM and

IgG levels are increased in the
first week. IgM level gradually

decreases. No detection after

6 years.208

The main target is protein S,

but there are antibodies
against nucleocapsid protein

(N). Persistence is uncertain,

with decreases observed
months later.208

Bind to the B cell epitope and,

increase the amount of
antibody-producing B cells to

modulate the immune

response.93,119

Figure 2 Immune relationship between coronavirus and CNTs.
Notes: Immunological relationship between the immune response induced by coronavirus infection, and the immune response induced by CNTs. Data from references 84,
89, and 91.
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Opsonins that make up the coronal structure, which also includes IgG and complement proteins, increase the uptake of
these nanoparticles by macrophages and other cells in the reticuloendothelial system. Complement C1q, MBL, and
C-reactive protein recognize repetitive structures or charge patterns on the surface of f-CNTs, and NK cells are stimulated
by CNTs (Figure 3A).81

When internalizing CNTs, monocytes induce caspase-1-related IL1β secretion and activation of the NLRP3 inflam-
masome, and after oxidation and functionalization with ammonium groups through 1.3-dipolar cycloaddition, f-CNTs
induce CD25 activation and the markers CD14+, IL1β, IL-6, TNF, and IL-10.93 f-CNTs induce profound modulation of
inflammatory molecules at the transcriptome level, and the molecular pathways activated by these nanotubes include
TLR, IL-6, DC maturation, TNF, NF-kB, and T-h 1-chemokine pathways (CXCR3 and CCR5 ligand pathways)
(Figure 3A).66 Therefore, T-cell anti-CD3 complex antibodies immobilized on SWCNTs exhibit effective cellular activity
with the presentation of high-density protein stimuli.94,95

Results have demonstrated the potential benefits of CNTs as delivery systems for vaccines against different diseases,
including cancer.96 CNTs is a transport system for small or large therapeutic molecules. The differential of the use of
CNTs is that they can be functionalized with functional groups of interest to manipulate their physical or biological
properties. Thus, the possibility of manipulating their surfaces and physical dimensions are studied for use in the
photothermal destruction of cancer cells.97 Also, results obtained by Ouyang et al, showed the immunotherapeutic
robustness of CpG, carbon nanotube and temozolomide association. This association improved survival rate in invasive
mouse glioma model. The improved antitumor efficacy was related to increased tumor-specific cytotoxic activity in
splenocyte cells.98

Figure 3 Continue.
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CNTs as RNAi Agents
RNAi is an efficient tool in medicine for the treatment of different disorders, and has great prospects for use in various
fields of action. The RNAi mechanism is triggered by small interfering RNA (about 21–23 nucleotides long), inducing
the selective degradation and destruction of complementary mRNA.99 In addition, studies have shown that, when
complexed-functionalized, the association of siRNA-SWCNT, protects siRNA from enzymatic degradation.100

Figure 3 Continue.
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Because of their capacity to cross cell membranes via endocytic mechanisms, CNTs have been used to transport
several biological molecules, including DNA, proteins, and siRNA.101 Specifically, the use of siRNAs has become
a method in biological research and potential treatment of human diseases, including AIDS and cancer.102 Previous
studies have shown the efficiency of CNTs in delivering siRNA into human T cells to silence the expression of HIV
receptor-specific cell surface CD4 in addition to CXCR4/CCR5 coreceptors, blocking HIV entry and reducing infectivity
(Figure 3B).99

Researchers have also explored the use of CNTs as nonviral molecular transporters for siRNA delivery into human
T cells, demonstrating that CNTs can deliver siRNA against CXCR4 and CD4 receptors into human T cells and PBMCs.
Therefore, compared with transfection agents, including liposome formulations, CNTs show high siRNA delivery
efficiency.99 CNTs are used to suppress tumor growth through the delivery of siRNA. In this case, CNTs are functionalized
to carry siRNA in the CNT sidewalls into tumor cells to silence the target gene; specifically, CNTs have been shown to enter
cultured murine tumor cell lines rapidly and inhibit target gene expression, leading to tumor growth arrest.103

CNTs in Viral Treatments
Infectious diseases represent a serious public health problem, with sometimes-catastrophic global impacts, as is the case
with coronavirus. Nanotechnology has the advantage of being able to be applied in rapid diagnostic tests, as well as the
possibility of using nanoparticles as antiviral agents in effective therapies to combat various infectious diseases, which
can be treated through drug delivery systems (DDSs) or interactions of bioactive molecules that induce an efficient
immune system response.104 The use of nanotechnology is primarily based on molecular principles suggesting that the
nanocomposition is associated with physicochemical characteristics that can greatly affect its interaction with the cells of
the immune system. Immune cells can take up nanocarriers, which can regulate cellular responses, facilitating access to
specific immune cell populations.105,106

CNTs can potentially be used to treat several pathogenic viruses, including HIV-1, dengue virus, influenza virus,
and coronaviruses. Previous studies have demonstrated that CNTs can bind to the active site of an HIV-1 protease,

Figure 3 Continue.
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blocking its function. The active site of HIV-1PR can be described as an open cylindrical tube that is lined almost
exclusively with hydrophobic amino acids, with cleaving polypeptides involved in the production of the mature virus.
Once the polypeptides enter the active site through open flaps, the flaps close and allow the protease to
function.46,107,108 Nanoparticles are stable and do not readily react with other chemical compounds, but CNTs show
high affinity for HIV-PR due to their geometric complementarity and strong van der Waals force interactions with the
protease active site. Therefore, the use of CNTs can effectively prevent flap opening after binding to the HIV-1PR
active site (Figure 3C).109

CNTs also act on HIV-1 integrase protein (IN), which plays an important role in integrating viral DNA into the human
genome. To demonstrate the ability of CNTs to inhibit IN, a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation was performed to
study the binding of a CNT to full-length HIV-1 IN. The results showed that CNTs can bind stably to the C-terminal
domain (CTD) of HIV-1 IN. Additionally, CNTs induce a domain shift, disrupting the binding channel in viral DNA and
inhibiting the activity of HIV-1 IN (Figure 3D).86

The regulation of the immune response against HIV, to which cytotoxic CD8+ T cell responses appear to be relatively
normal, is affected by delayed or abrogated neutralizing antibody production by B cells.110 Immunotherapy for HIV/aids
can be based on the delivery of antigens or cytokines such as IL-2, IL-7, and IL-15.111 Cellular and humoral immunity
development requires APCs to process and present antigens to CD4+ and CD8+ T cells.112,113 To this end, DCs are
professional APCs critical for initiating and coordinating the development of cellular and humoral (antibody) immunity.

Protein/peptide antigens or DNA immunogens (which can lead to endogenous protein expression) can be delivered to
endogenous DCs or generated ex vivo, providing a clear perspective on how nanotechnology can be used in
immunotherapy.70 Interestingly, f-SWCNTs coated with arginine residues to mimic the HIV-1 immunodominant viral
peptide KK10 (CNT peptide) can mimic binding to a human leukocyte antigen T-cell receptor (HLA-TCR) immune
complex, which reveals the potential for the development of vaccines against HIV.114,115 The introduction of a peptide

Figure 3 Continue.
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into the body can train and enhance their recognition by the T cells they are activating, controlling HIV-1 infection. In
this case, CNT peptides would not be easily degraded in vivo upon binding to the TCR. The proposed CNT peptide
represents an alternative to training CTLs for therapeutic purposes in the fight against HIV-1 infection.116

Studies have demonstrated that CNTs covalently functionalized with dengue virus serotype 3-recombinant envelope
nanoconjugates (MWCNT-DENV3E) induce significant and specific immune responses in mice, demonstrating that
CNTs can enhance the immune response against these antigens. Interestingly, the experimental antigen tested generated
immunological responses specific only to dengue virus serotype 3 but with prospects for proteins derived from other
dengue serotypes.117 The effectiveness of CNTs in increasing the expression of a dengue virus tetravalent plasmid
vaccine candidate (TVC) has also been studied in vitro with Vero cells and in vivo through intramuscular injection. The
results demonstrated that CNTs associated with plasmids are internalized by Vero cells and subsequently disperse into the
cytoplasm and nucleus (Figure 3E).118

Previous studies have shown that CNTs show great potential to modulate the Th2-type immune response, and an
increase in antibody-producing B cells has been observed in mice immunized with CNTs.105 However, the researchers
pointed out that further studies need to be carried out to improve the immune response, such as by improving the Th1
pattern and achieving the same response with all serotypes, since the study showed different responses, suggesting
a relationship with the position of each constructed epitope since secondary structure is one of the determinants of
antigenicity and specificity.117,118

CNTs have also been used in viral treatments. The methodology involves preparing these nanomaterials in water,
covalently attaching them to a B-cell epitope to make them soluble and subsequently neutralizing them with FMDV.92

Figure 3 CNTs use in immunotherapy.
Notes: (A–E) Advances in research using CNTs as immunotherapeutic agents through RNAi and in treatments/vaccines of different viral infections. Data from references
89, 93, and 96–102.
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The immunological features reported by this study indicated that after conjugation with CNTs for antibody recognition,
the epitope was efficiently presented and the CNT peptide triggered strong anti-peptide antibody responses. In this study,
CNTs linked to synthetic peptides were used to combat FMD virus, and this CNT-based strategy was effective in
improving the immunogenicity of the targeting complexes. As a model antigen, a B-cell epitope of FMDV was selected
because it corresponds to the 141–159 amino acid sequence of the viral VP1 protein, and the N-terminus was modified
with an acetylated cysteine residue. The peptide was bound to f-CNTs, which were recognized by antibodies at a level
equal to antibody recognition of the free peptide.114

Compared to the free peptide, the FMDV peptide was free or conjugated to CNTs and the CNT-coupled peptide
showed improved antibody responses against FMDV, with a greater ability to neutralize the virus. The results obtained
demonstrated that the peptide bound to the CNT support adopted the secondary conformation required for recognition by
specific antibodies, which highlighted the potential use of CNT conjugates for the multivalent presentation of molecules
to modulate ligand-receptor interactions.119

Another interesting and efficient use of CNTs in fighting viral infections involves the treatment of fish disease/infections.
CNTs are used to fight infectious spleen and kidney necrosis virus (ISKNV), which infects mandarin fish (Siniperca
chuatsi).120 In ISKNV infection, the major capsid protein gene (MCP) is the structural protein, and it was selected to
make a DNA vaccine based on CNTs with a recombinant plasmid (pcDNA-MCP). The immune response induced by the
DNA vaccine to combat ISKNV in mandarin fish was stronger and lasted longer than that induced in fish vaccinated with
MCP alone, especially in terms of serum antibody production, enzymatic activity, and immune system gene expression.120,121

Studies have shown the efficacy of using CNTs against largemouth bass ulcerative syndrome virus (LBUSV), which
induces mortality, in these fish (Micropterus salmoides). SWCNTs containing the capsid protein subunit (MCP) of
LBUSV entered fish cells and expressed the MCP protein, and as the protein released by the SWCNTs increased, more
antigenic protein was expressed, which induced a robust immune response. Thus, increased serum antibody levels,
enzymatic activity, and expression of immune system-related genes (IgM, TGF-β, IL-1β, IL-8, TNF-α, and CD4) were
evident in the groups immunized with SWCNTs-MCP compared to the group immunized with MCP alone.122

Recombinant DNA plasmids combined with CNTs have revealed that immunized fish, show a significant increase in
IgM gene expression in relation to the immune system.123 In one study, Koi herpesvirus (KHV), also called cyprinid
herpesvirus 3 (CyHV-3), which affects common carp and ornamental koi carp production, was assessed.123,124 The KHV
ORF149 gene encodes a major immunogenic protein in KHV. In this study, a plasmid expression vector for ORF149
coupled to SWCNTs was used as an anti-KHV vaccine. This recombinant molecule was used to immunize fish via
intramuscular injection, and subsequently, it was observed that the functionalized SWCNTs loaded with the KHV
ORF149 gene conferred long-term and significant protection against KHV.123

A previous study analyzed the use of CNTs against grass carp reovirus (GCRV), which causes hemorrhagic disease
and is considered one of the most severe threats to this fish species, causing substantial economic losses in the grass carp
farming industry.125 In this study, the VP43 GCRV subunit vaccine (SWCNT-MVP43) was manually loaded with
modified f-CNTs. The results showed that after administration of the functionalized SWCNTs, the immunological
parameters increased significantly, and infections caused by GCRV were controlled.126 Similarly, studies have shown
that DNA-vaccine-loaded CNTs stimulate long-lasting innate and adaptive immunity, protecting against GCRV. In these
studies, CNTs were used to deliver GCRV subunit proteins such as VP4, VP5, VP7 and glycoprotein G, and the
immunoprotective effects obtained reveal the potential of using CNTs against viral pathogens.127,128

The Potential Use of Carbon Nanotubes and Metallic Nanoparticles in
Immunotherapy
CNTs are excellent candidates for theranostic use due to their physical-chemical properties and morphology that allow
their functionalization.129 Several research groups are investigating the use of carbon nanotubes as an antitumor agent.
Different methods have been developed - used to couple therapeutic and fluorescent molecules onto carbon nanotubes to
achieve an antitumor action.130 Studies have shown that the immune response is enhanced when immunotherapy is based
on nanoparticulate agents, with special attention to the immunomodulatory action of CNTs.131
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A common feature of CNTs is the thermal effect of these nanomaterials. Phototherapy in cancer treatment using CNTs
has shown good results, since these nanomaterials can absorb near-infrared (NIR) light, which results in the heating of
the nanotubes and consequently in the destruction of the tumor cell.132 Results showed that CNTs are excellent
candidates for immunomodulation, enhancing antitumor immune activity in murine models.133 Oxidized and subcuta-
neously administered CNTs promote activation of the complement system, activation of inflammatory cytokines and
macrophages, resulting in inhibition of tumor growth.134 In this regard, there is growing interest in the use of CNTs for
immunotherapeutic applications.94

The possibility of adapting CNTs for immunotherapeutic applications that involve presentation of artificial antigens,
genetic delivery of immune vectors, delivery of therapeutic drug-molecules, requires understanding the methods that
mitigate the interactions between CNTs and key components of the immune system. Thus, possible toxic effects can be
minimized according to the methods involved in CNTs functionalization, chemical-physical treatment, as well as the
incubation time of this nanomaterial.135

Other good candidates for application in nanomedicine are metallic nanoparticles and semiconductors, which are
mostly developed as components of electronic nanodevices. Metallic nanoparticles, especially the noble metals such as
gold, silver and copper, possess unique optical and electrical properties, called localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR).136 Gold nanoparticles are some of the most common classes of nanomaterials used in studies for viral diagnosis
and/or treatment due to their optical properties, biocompatibility and stability of this nanoparticle.137 There is a good
interaction between CNTs and these nanomaterials, for example, the robust interaction between gold nanoparticles and
CNTs, confirming a stable bond between these nanomaterials, however in this section of the manuscript, each metal
nanoparticle will be treated separately.138

Gold nanoparticles have been used in rapid diagnostic tests for the detection of COVID-19. Detection of the viral
particle occurs by the sensitivity of detection of the colorimetric assays.139 Results show that the anti-protein-spike
antibody, associated with gold nanoparticles, can detect and prevent the growth of viral particles, interfering with
replication. Gold nanoparticles present biocompatibility, optical properties and the possibility of surface modification
by functionalization methods, demonstrating that they are good agents as theranostic nanoplatforms.140 The sensitivity of
gold nanoparticles can be used to detect very low levels of different viruses, cancer cells, bacteria and other biomolecules
of clinical interest. As a sensor, gold nanoparticles can detect the COVID-19 antigen at a concentration of 1 nanogram
per mL in a concentration of 1000 virus particles per mL.140

Gold nanoparticles associated with antibodies for coronavirus detection have a rapid viral detection capability, getting
results as fast as a few minutes. SARS-CoV-2 infection starts with the binding of receptors on the cells mediated by the
spike protein tip. Different research groups have been developing inhibitors of viral-cell receptor-binding mechanisms to
prevent the entry of the virus into the host cells.141,142 It has been shown that gold nanoparticles can block the spread of
SARS-CoV-2 virus in HEK293T cells expressing the ACE2 receptor.140 Additionally, gold nanoparticles, functionalized
against different viruses, show strong antiviral action, especially against herpes simplex virus (HSV) and respiratory
syncytial virus (RSV).143 Atomistic simulation (MD) studies show a more stable binding complex that indicates that this
nanostructure has great potential to bind to the RBD of SARS-CoV-2 and could be proposed as an inhibitor against
COVID-19.141

Gold nanoparticles can be functionalized, by modifying their surface for diagnostic use. Studies have shown that
colloidal nanoparticles conjugated with streptavidin can detect MERS-CoV.144 This rapid detection capability, after 35
minutes, allows to visualize the result with the naked eye. Interestingly, the viral detection is around 10 copies/µL of
MERS-CoV RNA. The gold nanoparticles were functionalized with thiol-modified cDNA receptors of viral gene
sequences (RdRpCOVID or RdRp-SARS) to create the LSPR sensor, which can improve viral detection performance,
with a specificity-sensitivity range of 0.22 pM.145

Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are also another type of nanoparticle of immunotherapeutic and diagnostic interest due
to their antimicrobial, antiviral and immunomodulatory properties.146,147 Studies have demonstrated the efficacy of
AgNPs as potent antiviral agents and it is presumed that they can be effective against coronaviruses species. AgNPs can
generate free radicals and reactive oxygen species (ROS), inducing cell death and consequently preventing viral
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infection.148 Importantly, both the size and shape of AgNPs play a key role in biomedical applications, as these
morphological changes modify the outcome of these interactions and biological activities.149

Commercialized AgNPs are considered potentially therapeutic and can induce an immune response, causing inflam-
matory cell apoptosis in the host. AgNPs have a great capacity to attenuate the progression of multiple diseases, and
among the products already on the market, we can mention PolyMem Silver™ (Aspen), Acticoat™ e Bactigras™ (Smith
& Nephew), Tegaderm™ (3 M) e Aquacel™ (ConvaTec).150

AgNPs represent promising therapeutic agents in the fight against coronaviruses, due to their anti-inflammatory and
pulmonary antifibrotic properties, especially because of the immunomodulatory capacity and transcriptional activity
induced by this nanomaterial. Results show that after the use of AgNPs, there is a reduction in the concentrations of
inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-17, and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α).151 An important factor of
AgNPs is the possibility of use in diagnostics and imaging, due to the electronic, catalytic, and photonic characteristics,
and due to surface functionalization possibilities, which occurs by covalent bonding or affinity interactions.152

The properties of this nanomaterial enable its use in theranostics, through functional platforms, with antibacterial,
anticancer, drug delivery system and/or diagnostic-bioimaging action.153 In addition, AgNPs are versatile and highly
sensitive for the detection of biomolecules in the detection of pathogens and/or viral particles, which is of utmost
importance in the battle against coronaviruses and future pandemic pathogens.154,155 The knowledge of the action of
these nanoparticles is fundamental for further use in future epidemics or pandemics. AgNPs may prove useful in future
pandemics, due to the possibility of manipulating and functionalizing this nanomaterial, as well as being able to target the
biocompatibility and specificity.156 There are many perspectives for the use of these nanomaterials as immunotherapeutic
agents, especially through the development of vaccines and therapeutic and/or prophylactic drug-molecules, associated
with sanitary-sanitizing products, as well as safety equipment with these nanotechnologies, to mitigate viral
propagation.157

Another nanoparticle that is being investigated to combat coronaviruses is cerium oxide or nanoceria for use as
a carrier molecule to treat acute lung injury.158 These nanoparticles possess remarkable regenerative, anti-inflammatory,
antioxidant, and antifibrotic properties, which makes this nanoparticle a promising agent in combating coronavirus and/or
its associated systemic complications.159

A critical complication of coronavirus infection, is chronic acute respiratory syndrome, which is orchestrated by an
interplay of signaling and activation of inflammatory molecules and pathways such as i) activation of nuclear factor
kappa-beta B-cell activation (NFkB), ii) cytokine storm, and iii) mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs).160 In this
sense, nanoceria possess antioxidant properties and characteristics mimicking catalase and superoxide dismutase activity
and represent a promising agent for anti-inflammatory use through the inhibition of both NFkB and MAPK pathways.161

Interestingly, this same anti-inflammatory activity of nanoceria can be found with the use of bilirubin, a metabolic
hormone.159 For example, bilirubin delivery nanoparticles induce anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory activities by
modulating the expression of the NFKB and MAPKinase pathways, which may represent a new immunotherapeutic
strategy against COVID-19.162

Nanoceria exhibit anti-inflammatory properties, which have the potential to inhibit the chronic inflammatory response
and reduce lung fibrosis during coronavirus infection by decreasing cytokine activation, especially in the modulation of
MAP kinase/NFkB-like pathways. Nanoceria can decrease the effects of cytokine storm progression, reducing the
incidence of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). Excess oxidative stress is common in cases of acute lung
injury, where leukocytes play a key role in free radical synthesis, and increased ROS are involved in the release of
proinflammatory cytokines.163

Nanoceria have an action in reducing leukocyte recruitment and in reducing ROS activation.159 Studies show that
when nanoceria are associated with miR146a, improvement in lung capacity occurs, including improved lung mechanics,
increased tissue resistance and inspiratory capacity, and improved lung elastance.164

Furthermore, in the fight against coronaviruses, copper nanoparticles, or copper oxide, may be an excellent option
among the application possibilities of nanotechnology.165 Copper is naturally present in many species of plants and
animals.166 Copper nanoparticles, or copper oxide nanoparticles, have important applications as biocides, as well as
antiviral action against different viruses.167 Copper, similar to silver, has been universally recognized as a potent
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antimicrobial for a few millennia and is known to be applied for different applications in antiquity against infections in
both animals and humans.168 Copper nanoparticles have antiviral actions that are related to the inhibition of the
mechanisms of entry, attachment or viral replication. AgNPs interact with glycoproteins, as in a viral competition
system, related to the entry into the host cell blocking cell receptors.169

Additionally, copper nanoparticles inactivate viral particles and virion progenitors by interacting with the viral
genome, which ultimately prevents entry into the cell. Studies have shown the efficiency of copper nanoparticles in
their antiviral activity against the influenza A (H1N1) virus. This antiviral activity occurs by the degradation of viral
proteins due to the generation of hydroxyl radicals and copper ions.167

Due to its antiviral and antimicrobial properties, copper is a potent antiviral agent that may be useful in this SARS-
CoV-2 pandemic and prospectively be useful in future pandemics.146 Copper is a good candidate in the fight against viral
infections and can be useful in public spaces and common touch sites/surfaces, which can decrease the transmission rate
in common places with much public access. One of the antimicrobial characteristics of copper is that it is a potent inducer
of ROS. For example, increased ROS disrupts the coccolithovirus life cycle. In addition, copper-treated surfaces
minimize the amount of microorganisms in the environment.170

Challenges in Using Carbon Nanotubes as Immunotherapeutic Agents
Toxicity, Functionalization, and Biodegradation
Due to the unique properties of nanomaterials, their interactions can have significant biological effects, and they can
remain in the environment, outside and inside humans, for a long time, causing toxic effects and various other
undesirable reactions.171 For example, CNTs are often compared to asbestos fibers, which cause pulmonary toxicity,
oxidative stress processes, and general damage to the immune system (Figure 4).93 However, when CNTs are functio-
nalized (f-CNTs) via the use of different methods (PEGylation, and amino acids, among other compounds), the
inflammation levels they induce are reduced.172

Nonfunctionalized CNT-PCNTs can induce oxidative stress in cells, leading to the production of proteins such as
kinases and nuclear factor-kappa B;173 these proteins are critical for the signaling regulation of cytokines in response to
oxidative stress. Another issue is that CNTs are not easily eliminated from the body, with risks of accumulation in
different organs, including the lungs, kidneys, and spleen. These organs are usually targets of free radicals that induce
oxidative stress. Furthermore, nonfunctionalized CNTs tend to bind to various cytoplasmic proteins, thereby activating
the innate immune response and the complement system and triggering inflammatory processes (Figure 4).174

Based on these observations, the main concern associated with the use of CNTs as immunotherapy is the risk of
bioaccumulation and/or toxicity.175 However, the functionalization of CNTs is expected to render them biocompatible
and water soluble, thereby reducing their toxicity and preventing their accumulation in biological structures.80 Another
challenge in using CNTs involves their nonoptimal biodegradation/elimination.176 The biodegradation of CNTs was first
described by Allen et al in 2008; they showed that enzymatic oxidation by horseradish peroxidase (HRP) a plant enzyme,
oxidized these nanomaterials.177 In addition, CNTs were shown to be degraded in myeloperoxidase (MPO), an animal
enzyme that is expressed in neutrophils, and in eosinophil peroxidase (EPO). Various studies have shown the biode-
gradation of CNTs using enzymes such as lignin peroxidases, xanthine oxidases, and manganese peroxidases, which have
proven the capacity for CNT degradation.178,179

Previous studies have shown that macrophages pretreated with MPO inhibitors and ROS inhibitors showed increased
degradation rates.180 The MPO enzyme can facilitate the interaction of H2O2 with Cl to produce hypochlorites that
attack CNT walls and carbon bonds, creating holes in CNT structures, causing their degradation.181 The final process in
this enzymatic pathway results in an oxidative burst that culminates in CNT degradation.182 After biodegradation, CNTs
are eliminated through cell stress-activated exocytic mechanisms via endosomes of the trans-Golgi complex. The
degradation of CNTs is affected by several factors, particularly those related to the size and composition of the nanotube
wall, as well as the type of surface treatment on this nanomaterial.66,183
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How Can Carbon Nanotubes/Nanoplatforms Help in Other Pathologies
and Future Pandemics?
Similar to CNTs, other nanoparticles have been used in biological processes.46 Additionally, associated with these
approaches, molecular methods such as mRNA vaccines are being developed for the treatment of COVID-19.184 The use
of nanoparticles can improve the stability and protect the mRNA from enzymatic processes and direct the delivery of the
molecular material sent to the target site. Nanoparticles in carrier-nanoplatform systems have unique advantages
compared to other carrier systems, including a larger surface area, specific drug targeting, pharmacokinetics, among
others.185,186

Nanotechnology quickly made possible the development of an mRNA vaccine, which was developed by Moderna and
Pfizer/BioNTech.187 The efficacy of these mRNA vaccines, based on the spike protein, reaches more than 94% efficacy
against SARS-CoV-2. Nanocarrier-based vaccines show better performance due to important factors that i) facilitate the
molecular delivery system, ii) protect the molecule against degrading enzymes and iii) improve biodistribution.188

The development and application of various nanomaterials-nanoparticles has acted directly in numerous improve-
ments, especially in the association-acquisition of knowledge that is subsequently applied in different diseases. Thus, in
current or future pandemics, prior knowledge, even if partial, about the pathogen, improves the chances of success in the
control/combat of various diseases.184 All this knowledge acquired-applied to nanotechnology, especially with the use of

Figure 4 Challenges in using CNTs as immunotherapeutic agents.
Notes: The challenges of using nanotubes as immunotherapeutic agents include cytotoxicity, biodistribution and elimination of the nanomaterials from biological systems.
Data from references 173–176.
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the carrier effect method, has brought insight and improved techniques that bring great possibilities of treatment for
different diseases, besides new knowledge that can be applied in future pandemics.13,189

Discussion & Prospects Concerning the Use of Carbon-Based
Nanomaterials in Immunotherapy
The current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic has boosted the knowledge applications of nanotechnology, through the develop-
ment of new materials such as surgical masks, gloves, textiles and especially immunological therapy, which covers
therapeutic molecules, vaccines and diagnostics.167 Among the possibilities of using nanoparticles in theranostics,
especially in immunotherapies and vaccines, carbon-based nanomaterials such as carbon dots (CD) also called quantum
dots (CQDs) and CNTs represent great possibilities through their association with immunotherapeutic molecules for use
in different functionalities.134

Immunotherapeutic molecules are essential for inducing an immune response against various pathogens. The use of
CNTs is promising for enhancing the immunogenicity of a precise antigen. These immunotherapies have advantages over
other traditional approaches, especially because they exhibit better extended-release kinetics and immunogenic
selectivity.190 An exciting approach for CNT-based nanotechnological immunotherapeutic molecules involves the
possibility of combining different active and specific antigens to activate a targeted immune pathway.185 CNTs are
therefore extensively researched nanomaterials for transporting specific molecules to immune system cells, among other
goals, aiming to reduce toxicity and increase biocompatibility upon challenge.101,191

CNTs are immunomodulatory agents that can be modified and adapted according to the specific activated immune
pathway of interest. Several studies have shown the use of CNTs as immunological agents and have shown their capacity
to improve immunomodulatory activity.78,90,123,192 Immunotherapy is a developing field that leverages technologies
capable of improving the specificity of the treatment/cure of several diseases, and because of the nanometric size, CNTs
can be readily taken up by phagocytic cells, thereby inducing specificity and efficiency in the recognition and presenta-
tion of a specific antigen.46,185 Thus, the use of CNTs as therapeutic agents is a growing field of interest with excellent
opportunities for developing new therapies based on immunological molecules that depend on the safe development,
nontoxicity, biocompatibility, and biodegradability of these nanomaterials.190,193

Several studies have discussed the immune responses of coronavirus during outbreaks, including cytokine and
chemokine activation and genome expression.25,39,88 However, no available studies have discussed/demonstrated
a direct relationship between immune activation by the coronavirus and immune activation by CNTs.194 In this study,
an interesting finding/point of discussion suggests that the cytokines involved in the different coronavirus outbreaks such
as IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α and CXCL10, are directly related to the inflammatory signaling pathway, which is not activated in
the immune response induced by f-CNTs. Surprisingly, no differences were found in the immune activation pathways of
either coronaviruses or nanotubes however, this lack of differences is likely due to the few investigations on the
immunological aspects of CNT use. In summary, these results corroborate the findings of much of the work done by
Prato et al, who studied viral immunotherapies, and those of Dan et al, who studied various aspects of immune activation
induced by coronaviruses.50,119 Therefore, links between coronavirus and nanotube immune activation are likely.

As previously mentioned, another option in theranostic nanotechnology, which has gained prominence, is the use of
carbon dots (CDs), which are members of the family of carbon-based nanomaterials.195 CDs have a very high surface-to-
volume ratio, are hydrophobic and environmentally inert, and therefore have been studied for their applications in various
fields, including chemical sensing, bioimaging, electrocatalysis, among others.196,197 Studies have shown the antiviral
efficiency of CDs against different viruses, including HCoV, HIV-1, JEV, ZIKV, DENV and PEDV.198

The antiviral properties of carbon-based nanomaterials suggest their ability to be used in immunotherapies against
different pathogens and possibly be useful in combating new-future pandemics. Although the mechanisms of action of
carbon-based nanomaterials are not very detailed, they have antiviral action through interferon-based immunomodula-
tion. CDs conjugated with specific molecules inhibit the entry of the virus into cells by blocking receptors, preventing
viral replication.199
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Within the current situation, we understand that another option for the therapeutic treatment of COVID-19 is urgent
and necessary. Carbon-based nanomaterials represent excellent options in the treatment of several diseases due to their
antimicrobial action, biocompatibility, biodegradability and tissue regenerative capacity.200 Additionally, the functiona-
lization of these carbon-based nanomaterials represents a great alternative in the battle against viral infections, including
HIV, dengue, and COVID-19.201

The properties of these carbon-based nanomaterials as antiviral agents result from their high surface area, which makes
them ideal agents for the transport of therapeutic molecules.202 The physicochemical mechanisms of these nanomaterials that
include a very high surface area, excellent electrical and thermal conductivity, and biocompatibility, is often related to the
antimicrobial properties, due to the ability to disrupt the peptidoglycan structure of the bacterial membrane, through electron
transfer and/or through the induction of oxidative stress by reactive oxygen species (ROS).198,203

CDs possess properties such as ease of synthesis, tunable fluorescence, photochemical stability, biocompatibility,
water solubility and low cytotoxicity, which make them a promising agents for different biological-biomedical
applications.204 The surface of CDs allows easy association with different therapeutic molecules useful in antiviral
applications. CDs are excellent candidates for modulating the viral cycle. The virus binds to host cells through multi-
valent interactions; therefore, treatment with CDs can prevent the virus from entering host cells. CDs present themselves
as efficient candidates for modulating infection by altering the viral cycle; through binding interactions with host cells,
CDs can prevent the viruses from entering the cells.205

Sensors are critical for rapid detection, and in pandemic times, the demand for more selective and affordable devices
for viral diagnostic-detection is high. Studies have shown that CDs have as main mechanisms of action, electron transfer,
photoinduced charge transfer and energy transfer, which induces the efficiency for the detection of bacteria and viruses.
For this reason, studies have explored this method for the detection of viral RNAs.206

Other studies address the use of CDs not only as an immunotherapeutic and vaccine agent, but also as a diagnostic
agent for use in biosensor bioimaging. These nanomaterials are excellent immunotherapeutic agents due to the possibility
of surface functionalization and their low toxicity, being besides agents for therapeutic delivery systems, theranostic
agents, which represent a new step in the production of theranostic nanoparticles in the near future.197 Thus, with the
results obtained so far, it is possible to direct-improve the development of new approaches and strategic designs for
immunotherapies, especially in the fight against coronavirus.

Conclusions
The main objective of this study was to identify any immune activation relationships between coronavirus infections and
CNTs. The use of CNTs represents an advanced approach to immunotherapeutic applications based on the development
of new nanotechnological products to treat various viral infections. Issues such as safety and efficacy are urgent issues
that need to be addressed/investigated and discussed when considering the use of these types of immunotherapies.

One of the most significant findings in this study showed that the relationship between the immune activation induced
by coronaviruses and CNTs is related to cytokines such as IL-6, IL-12 and IFN-α in the C1q pathways. Thus, the
following conclusions can be drawn from the present study and can be considered new possibilities for using these
immune pathways, particularly with CNTs as immunomodulatory agents to combat coronavirus infections.

The findings of this study have significant implications for understanding how CNTs can be used as immunother-
apeutic agents to combat coronavirus infections. This work is the first comprehensive investigation of the relationship
between coronavirus infections and immune activation by CNTs, and the knowledge gained from this study may be
useful in creating/developing new possibilities in immunotherapies.

However, we acknowledge limitations in this study due to the lack of information on the use of nanotubes as
immunotherapeutics against coronaviruses, despite the limitations; this study contributes to the understanding of the
convergence and relationships between the activation of immune pathways involving coronaviruses and CNTs, offering
insight into new immunotherapeutic possibilities. It is relevant to mention that a limitation concerning this study review
is the separation of the articles discussed because there is an extensive literature, and many articles required expanded
methodologies and experiments, thus, some hypotheses remain open to new discussions as well as future contributions,
primarily in an open speculative and exploratory space.
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With the fight against the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, the nanotechnology community united informs and shared tools
and experiments to achieve good results with the COVID-19 survey. Efforts through research and scientific
collaborations with all involved, including an industry and clinical hospital have produced good advances; however,
it is essential to have partnerships between all involved so that the path taken by the acquired knowledge can serve as
a bridge for development - improvement of new diagnostic methods, new drugs and specific molecules for the cure.

In this sense, for the discussion to move forward, it is necessary to develop a better understanding of this
immunological relationship, and to this end, we suggest that new studies are/can be developed/performed on the
interactions/relationships and convergence of immunological activation between coronaviruses and CNTs. Therefore, it
is urgent and necessary to know the mechanisms that can improve and adapt the different physical and chemical
properties of CNTs for use in immunotherapies in the fight against various types of viral infections, particularly
COVID-19, for which therapeutic strategies are still rare.
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